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This article contains content that is written as an ad. Please improve it by removing promotional content and inappropriate external links and adding encyclopedic content written from a neutral point of view. –March 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Viktor FranklFrankl in 1965BornVictor Emil Frankl(1905-03-26)26 March
1905Vienna, Austro-HungarianDied2 September 1997(1997-09-02) (aged 92)Vienna, AustriaResting placeZentralfriedhof, Vienna, Austria, Old Jewish SectionNationalityAustrianEducationDoctorate in Medicine, 1931, Doctorate in Philosophy, 1948Alma materUniversity of ViennaOccupationNeurologist, psychiatristKnown forLogotherapyExistential
analysisSpouse(s)Tilly Grosser, m. 1941Eleonore Katharina Schwindt, m. 1947Children1 daughter of Viktor Emil Frankl (26 March 1905 – 2 September 1997) [1] she was an Austrian neurologist and psychiatrist. The Holocaust survivor,[2] was the founder of logotherapy (literal healing through meaning)–– a school of thought-out psychotherapy, considered
the Third Vienna School of Psychotherapy[3]–– following the theories developed by Sigmund Freud and Alfred Adler. Logotherapy is part of existential and humanistic theories of psychology. [4] He is the author of more than 39 books; [The quote required] he is best known for his bestselling book Man's Search for Meaning based on his experiences in
various Nazi concentration camps. [5] Early life Frankl was born amid three children Gabriel Frankl, a civil servant at the Ministry of Social Services, and his wife Elsa, née Lion. [1] His interest in psychology and the role of meaning emerged early when he began attending night classes at the Center for Adult Education (Volkshochschule) on applied
psychology while still in high school. [1] As a teenager, he began to correspond with Sigmund Freud. For his final exam (Graduation) at Sperlgymnasium High School, he wrote a paper on the psychology of philosophical thinking. [2] After graduating from high school in 1923, he studied medicine at the University of Vienna, specialising in neurology and
psychiatry, focusing on depression and suicide. During part of 1924, Frankl became president of Sozialistische Mittelschüler Österreich, a social democratic youth movement for high school students, across Austria. [1] In the same year, Frankl's first scientific paper was published in the International Journal of Psychoanalysis in 1924[6] on the
recommendation of Sigmund Freud. [1] During this time, he began questioning the Freudian approach to psychoanalysis. He joined the Alfred Adler student circle and had his second scientific paper, Psychotherapy and WorldView (Psychotherapie und Weltanschauung) published in the International Journal of Individual Psychology in 1925. [1] Frankl was
expelled from Adler's circle[2] when he insisted that meaning was a central motivational force in human beings. From 1926 to 1926 he began to perfect his theory coined by logotherapy. [7] Since 2010, while still a medical student, he has organized special youth counseling centers[8] to address the high number of teen suicides that occurred at the time of the
end-of-year report. The program was sponsored by the city of Vienna, and free students. Frankl recruited other psychologists to join him, including celebrities such as Charlotte Bühler, Erwin Wexberg and Rudolf Dreikurs. In 1931, no Viennese student committed suicide. [9] The success of this programme attracted attention like Wilhelm Reich who invited
him to Berlin. [2] [10] After the 1930 presidential election, The New York Times Over a four-year period (1933-37), he treated at least 3,000 patients each year. In 1937 he began his private practice, but with the Nazi annexation of Austria, his ability to treat patients became limited. In 1940, he joined Vienna's Rothschild Hospital as head of the neurology
department. It was the only hospital in Vienna that still received Jews. Before being deported to concentration camps, he helped a number of patients evade a Nazi euthanasia program that targeted the mentally disabled. [2] [11] After the war, he became head of the neurology department of the Vienna Polyclinic Hospital and established a private practice in
his home. He actively worked with patients until his retirement in 1970, 1948, Frankl received his Doctorate in Philosophy from the University of Vienna. His dissertation, The Unconscious God, is an examination of the relationship between psychology and religion. [12] In this, Frankl advocates the use of Socratic dialogue or self-discovery discourse to be used
with clients, in order to come into contact with their Noetic (or spiritual) unconscious. [13] In 1955, The Tomb of Viktor Frankl was awarded a professor of neurology and psychiatry at the University of Vienna, and as a visiting professor he taught at Harvard University (1961), at Southern Methodist University in Dallas (1966) and at Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh (1972). [7] With the success of his books, Man's Quest for Meaning and Doctor and Soul became a sought-after speaker, invited to teach and lecture around the world. The American Psychiatric Association awarded Frankl the Oskar Pfister Award in 1985. [14] Frankl published 39 books, which were translated into 49 languages. [15] He received
29 honorary doctorates. [16] The man's search for meaning soon after returning to Vienna, man's Search for Meaning wrote in a period of 9 days. [17] The book, originally titled, The Psychologist Experiences Concentration Camp, was published in German in 1946. The front page of the first edition does not identify who wrote it because Frankl felt it could be
more freely expressed. [2] He was surprised that of the many books he had written, He wanted to publish anonymously became his most popular. [1] An English translation of Man's Search for Meaning was published in 1959 [2] He saw it not so much as a personal achievement, but as a symptom of the mass neurosis of modern times since his title promised
to address the issue of life's meaningfulness. In 1991, Man's Search for Meaning was listed as one of the ten most influential books in the United States. by the Library of Congress. [19] Even today, decades later, it is consistently featured on Amazon's Top 100 Books list and is recommended as one of Amazon's Top 100 books to read in life. In 1941, he
married his first wife, Tilly Grosser, who was a nurse at Rothschild Hospital. Shortly after they married she became pregnant, but they were forced to aduad the baby. Tilly died at bergen belsen concentration camp. [2] He died in the Terezin concentration camp (Theresienstadt) on February 13, 1943, at the age of 81, of starvation and pneumonia. His mother
and brother, Walter, were killed at Auschwitz. His sister Stella fled to Australia. [2] In 1947 he married his second wife Eleonore Elly Katharina Schwindt. She was a practicing Catholic, and the couple respected each other's religious backgrounds, went to church and synagogogo, and celebrated Christmas and Hanukkah. They had one daughter, Gabriele,
who became a child psychologist. [2] [4] Frankl died of heart failure in Vienna on 2 October 2014. He was buried in the Jewish part of vienna's central cemetery (Zentralfriedhof). He is survived by his wife Eleonore, one daughter, two grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. [21] Elements of logotherapy/existential analysis In logotherapy, the search for
meaning in life is identified as the primary motivational force in human beings. Frankl's approach is based on three philosophical and psychological concepts, Freedom of Will - Will to Sense - Meaning in Life:[22][23] - People are basically free to take their stand towards internal (psychological) and external (biological and social) conditions. - The search for
meaning is considered the primary motivation of people. Logotherapy helps clients find and achieve significant goals in their lives. However, they are not offered specific meanings; instead, they are encouraged to understand those meaningless possibilities they themselves have discovered. - Logotherapy is based on the idea that meaning is objective reality,
as opposed to the mere illusion that arises within the perception apparatus of the observer. Frankl identified three main ways of making sense in life: First, by making a difference in the world through our actions, our work or our creations - they are called Creative Values. Second, experiencing something (such as truth, beauty) or meeting someone (love) -
Experient's values. Third, by adopting a bold and exemplary in situations of inevitable suffering - Attitudinal Values. The primary techniques offered by logotherapy and existential analysis are:[24][22][23] Paradoxical intentions Clients learn to overcome their obsessions or anxieties by self-distancing and humorous exaggeration, thereby breaking the vicious
circle of intensifying symptoms and symptoms. Dereflection[25]: To remove the obstruction of instinctive, automatic processes caused by excessive self-observation, dereflection breaks the cycle of hyper-reflection and inhibition that follows by distracting the client from symptoms. Socratic dialogue/modification of attitudes[26] Specific issues aim to raise
awareness of the possibility of finding and freedom to fulfill meaning in life. The speech therapist refrains from imposing his own values or the meaning of perception. Instead, clients are led to perceive their unrealistic and counterproductive views and develop new prospects that can be a better basis for a fulfilling life. In the 1960s, The Rollo May criticized the
speech as authoritarian, a stance discussed by Frank l[27] and Reuven Bulka. [28] Timothy Pytell, a history professor at California State University in San Bernardino, criticizes Frankl's logo therapeutic approach in published articles. [29] Frankl was considered the third Vienna school of psychotherapy,[15] among the broad category covering existentialists.
[31] His recognition of meaning as a central motivational force and mental health and resilience factors is his lasting contribution to the field of psychology. This provided fundamental principles for a new field of positive psychology. [32] He coined the expression of noogena neurosis,[24] a sense of inner emptiness. This is the result of awareness of the void
caused by the lack of meaning or existential vacuum, [33] another expression coined by Frankl. Throughout his career, Frankl argued that the reductionist tendencies of most psychotherapeutic approaches dehumanized the patient and advocated the rehumanization of psychotherapy. [14] Viktor Frankl often emphasized the importance of responsibility in
conjunction with personal freedom. To illustrate his point, he often recommended that the 'Statue of Liberty' on the East Coast of the US be supplemented by the 'Statue of Responsibility', on the West Bank. [34] Medals and Awards 1956: Award for The Promotion of Public Education of the Ministry of Education, Austria 1962: Cardinal Innitzer Award, Austria
1969: Austrian Cross of Honor for Science and Arts, 1st Class 1976: Danubia Foundation Award 1980: Honorary Ring of Vienna, Austria 1981: Austrian Medal for Science and Arts 1985: Oskar Pfister Award, USA 1986: Honorary Doctorate of the University of Vienna, Austria, and honorary member of the Association Bürgervereinigung Landsberg im 20.
Jahrhundert 1988: Great Silver with The Star for Services to the Republic of Austria 1995: Hans Prinzhorn Medal 1995: Honorary Citizen of the City of Vienna 1995: Great Gold Medal with Star for Services to the Republic of Austria Bibliography His books in English are: Man's Search for Meaning. Introduction to Logotherapy, Beacon Press, Boston, MA,
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